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ABSTRACT

1. General

For three years at Cernavoda NPP is working a process to systematic evaluating the
effectiveness of the Physical Protection System (PPS).
Due to the fact that this evaluation has to be continuous, the first important step is to define a
baseline to compare periodically the performance of PPS against it.
The necessity of that process has been identified as follows:

/The continuous changes in the field of perceived threats against Cernavoda NPP
and the necessary measures to respond to that changing climate7

~-The needful to improve the performance of PPS against certain threats in
conjunction with the needful to allocate substantially financial and human
resources to cover the discovered weakness in the system;

KAn assistant to take the appropriate measure in case of indisponibility of one or
more components or parts of the PPS.

The second step is the continuous tracking of the behavior of PPS in order to determine:
The maintenance resource allocation and the priorities of the work/
The predictive behavior of installed components to determine the future -

appropriate measures, including budget dimensioning7 

2. First step create a baseline through SAV1 (Systematic Analysis of Vulnerability to
Intrusion)

SAVI is a PC compatible program developed by SANDIA Laboratory (USA) for
comprehensive analysis of PPS effectiveness. That program is organized in two modules:
The Adversary Sequence Diagram (ASD) Module and The Outsider Module modeling trough
specific codes both the characteristics of PPS and of the predicted adversary.
Combining the two modules related to a specific PPS and Adversary is possible to find out
the effectiveness of the physical protection system for each vital zone along to ten possible
paths to penetrate by adversary, starting with the most vulnerable one.
Because of two conservative assumption considered by the SAV1 algorithm (adversary know
the PPS characteristics and they use an optimal penetration strategy), the measure of
effectiveness (probability of interruption - PI) is very realistic and conservative related to the
necessary protection of the NPP.
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Analyzing the SAVI results, the Physical Protection specialists from Cernavoda NPP were
able to find out the most important vulnerable elements and weakest part of the NPP-PPS,
and based on that analyses to build a very strong improvement program avoiding to waste
resources in non-important directions.

3. Second step: Day by day evaluation

Day by day evaluation of the behavior of physical protection components diagnosing the
general health of the PPS is done at Cernavoda NPP through an indoor-developed program
(under Excel). The program lists the components of PPS and the relationship between them
through specific equation giving as an output a set of numbers. Comparing the successive
sets of numbers, the maintenance team is able to focus the effort to the most important parts
of the PPS, so that the maintenance activity effectiveness is maximized.
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